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TR4P, the smart monitoring system for
bark beetles and weather conditions.
Through the direct analysis of the environmental conditions and the controllable pheromone dispenser the system
adapts to the local situation in real time.
The data transmission takes place via
the mobile phone network and might
be delivered to your gis or cadastral system or directly to an e-mail account. An
additional offline backup is stored on a
SD-card.
Due to autonomous self-cleaning and a
poison-free killing unit, the device requires little maintenance and reduces personnel expenses.
The counting funnel is constructed in
such a way that beneficial insects are
not captured and can escape again.
The power supply by means of photovoltaics makes the system self-sufficient.
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Information about the system
and the individual modules
can be found on
our website or
scan the QR code:

Thanks to the modular design, existing
systems can be easily supplemented
or be rebuilt as desired:
 Dispenser (dosing unit) for pheromones
 Weather station or thermometer only
 Poison-free killing unit

(without weather station, energy supply)
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 expandable with secondary trap
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Pheromones
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